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ON EXTREMAL PROBLEMS WHICH CORRESPOND TO
ALGEBRAIC UNIVALENT FUNCTIONS

BY YOSHIHISA KUBOTA

1. Let S denote the class of functions f(z) regular and univalent in \z\<l

f(z)=z+Σanz
n.

n=2

Let Vn denote the n-th coefficient region for functions of this class [6, §1.2]. Let
F=F(az, ά2, ~ >an> an) be a real- valued function satisfying the conditions

a) F is defined in an open set O containing Vn,
b) F and Fv are continuous in O,
c) |grad^| = (ΣL2|^|2)1/2>0 in O

where

„ _ 1 / dF . dF \
- " ~

Then the following result was given by Schaeffer and Spencer [6, Lemma VII]:
Every function f(z) of class S belonging to a point (az, ••-,#«) where F attains

its maximum on Vn must satisfy the differential equation

m (2£yL\*nγl-A-- y1 A
( } \ f(z) ) hf(z}v

 v^n+1 zv

where

Λ= Σ «tc"+1)Λ, Bv=
nΣkakFk,v,v = l,2, -,n-l,

k=v+l k=l

(2)

Bt=Σ(k-ΐ)βtFt,B-.=Bf
k=i

and

/(*)'= Σ**c"}**
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EXTREMAL PROBLEMS ON ALGEBRAIC UNIVALENT FUNCTIONS 413

The derivatives are taken at the point (az, ~,an) Moreover this differential eqau-
tion has the properties (i) #0>0 and (ii) the right hand side of (1) is non-negative
on \z\=l with at least one zero there.

Further Schaeffer and Spencer showed that if a function f(z) of class S satis-
fies more than one differential equation of the form (1) which has the properties
( i ) and (ii), then it is an algebraic function [6, Theorem V]. Moreover as in the
proof of Lemma XXXI in [6] we have that if f(z) is single-valued, then it is of
the form

/(*) = (l-e*"z)(l-eίβz)'

Ozawa proposed the following problem to the author orally: Determine the
algebraic functions of class S, not being single-valued, which are extremal functions
for certain two extremal problems

max F(a2, ά2, --, amy άm)
s

and

maxF(a2,ά2, -',an,άn)s

where m<n, and find corresponding functions F and P.
In this paper we shall consider two-valued algebraic functions and the cases

m=3, 5. Here we remark that if an extremal function is two-valued, then m and
n are odd.

2. In our study we use the following lemma which was proved by Ozawa.
For the sake of completeness we shall prove it.

LEMMA. If a two-valued algebraic function w—f(z) of class S satisfies differen-
tial equations of the form

( 9 flit) \2ra-l Λ ra-1 D

— -7Γ-) Σ ^= Σ -w dz ) vtί w v=~^+ι z

and
τι-1( ? d

— =W d W v=-n+ι Z

where n>m, then it satisfies an algebraic equation of the form

Proof. w=f(z) satisfies an irreducible algebraic equation

P(z)w2 + Q(z)w + R(z) = 0

where P(z), Q(z) and R(z) are polynomials of z. Dividing (3) by (4) we have
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*+ •" + Cn-ι 0n-l

Hence for the two branches Wι,w2 at 2:— 0 we have

Then

2 = -2λιz*+O(z*),

Since to each value of w there correspond two values of z, P, Q, R have degree at
most 4 and one has degree 4. We may assume that jP(0) = l. Comparing the
coefficients ζ), R with Wι-\-w2, WiWz we have that

Similar situation holds for 2=00, w=Q. Only differences appearing here are the
conjugation for μ3 and the replacement of z by t=z~1. Hence we have

Thus we have the desired result.

3. In this section we prove the following

THEOREM 1. Let F(a2, a2, cts, δ8) and F(a2, az, ~ ,an>δn) (n>3) be real-valued
functions satisfying the conditions a), b), c) and d) F3^0, PnφQ. If f ( z ) is an ex-
tremal function for the extremal problems

max F(az, άz, a^ α3)s
and

maxF(α2, α2, •••, ύrw, an\s

then f ( z ) is of the form

/(*) = (l-etβz)(l-eiβzy

Proof. By the result of Schaeffer and Spencer, w=f(z) satisfies differential
equations of the form

"i W

and
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y 2n-i

w dz I ~ι uΐ ^r^-i zv ' n 1 n 1

which have the properties (i) and (ii). Then as in the proof of Lemma XXXI in
[6] we have that f ( z ) is either a two-valued algebraic function or of the form

J V / 7Ϊ ~7,α~Λ/1 Λ,B~\ *

We assume that f ( z ) is a two-valued algebraic function. By Lemma, w—f(z] satis-
fies an algebraic equation of the form

( 6 ) P(z)tv2+βz2w-z2 = Q, P(z) = l + aί

Putting ^—w~l we can write this as

(7) ζ2-/3ζ-z-lP=

and differentiating we have

dζ = P'z-2P
dz ~03(2ζ-/5)

Inserting this in (5) we have

where S=B2 + Bίz+BQz2+B1z
z + B2z*. Using (7) this reduces to the form

S

Since /(z) is not single-valued, we have

A2 S
(P'z-2P)2 '

Putting Γ=£V+4P we have

This implies that all zeros of /S222+4P are multiple, and hence that

β2z2 + 4P=4ai(z-a)2(z-b)z.

Hence we can write (6) as

4ai(z-a)\z-b)2w2 = z\βw-2)2.

This contradicts that f ( z ) is two-valued. Thus we have the desired result.
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4. In the sequel we are concerned with the case m=5. Firstly we determine
the two-valued algebraic functions of class S which are extremal functions for cer-
tain two extremal problems

, δa, ••-,#5,05
s

and

max F (02, δa, , 0nι δn) (« > 5).
s

THEOREM 2. Lei F(<z2, δ2, •••, #5, δ5) 0*w/ F (#2, #2, •••> #n> δw) (w>5), £0 real-valued
functions satisfying the conditions a), b), c) #wJ d) F5^0, Fw^0. 7f /(z) is <z î o-
valued algebraic function which is an extremal function for the extremal problems

(a2,a2, •-,a5,a5)s
and

maxF(α2, δa, •• ,0n,δ«),
s

fί satisfies an algebraic equation of the form

( 8 ) {l + e-ioaz+(al-2as-e-ίθa2a)z2-άzB-e-ίθz*}w2-(e-ίoa + 2a^^^

«>=/(*)

where av is the u~th coefficient of f ( z ) , θ is a real number and a is a complex,
number.

Proof. By the result of Schaeffer and Spencer, w—f(z] satisfies differential
equations of the form

( 9 ) - -w dz I v=ι w v=-4 z

and
n~1 D2 dw \ 2 w - i c n~1

— ̂ -} Σ^= Σw dz f y=ι ^ v=-w+

which have the properties (i) and (ii). Hence by Lemma w—f(z} satisfies an alge-
braic equation of the form

(10) ζ2-/3ζ-2Γ2P=0, P

Differentiating we have

dζ P'z-2P

dz z3(2ζ-/3)

Inserting (11) in (9) we have

S
(P'z-2Pγ
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where S=B,+Bsz+B2z
2+Blz

B+B0z
4 + B1z

5+Bzz
6+BBz

1+B,z8. Using (10) this re-
duces to the form

(P'z-2Pγ

where

Li=A*+βAs+β*At+XA*>

X=z-2P(z).

Since f(z) is not single-valued, we have

(12) L0=0

and

(13) Ll S

Mi (P'z-2P}2'

Since P(z) is a polynomial of degree 4, (12) implies that Aι=Q and β=—A3Aϊ1.
Hence we can write (13) as

(14)

Suppose that there is no common zero of AlP-\-A2Alzz and 4AlP+A2

3z
2. Then

(14) reduces to the form

where 5* is a polynomial of degree 4. Putting T=4AlP+Alz* we have

(T'z-2T)2=l6A*S*T.

This implies that all zeros of &A2

4P+Alz2 are multiple, whence we have

4A*P+ Alz*=4Alat(z- a)z(z- V)\

Hence we can write (10) as

This contradicts that f(z) is two-valued.
Let z0 be a common zero of A\P+A*A\zz and 4A2

4P+A2

3z
2. Then we have
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Since P(0)^0, we have the relation

(15) 4A«A=4i.

Hence (14) reduces to the form

We may assume that A^=B4=eiθ. By this equation we have the relation

A=5ιβ",

(16) 4B2=Ble-iθ,

2B0 = \B9\
2+4.

Using the relations (15) and (16) we can write (9) as

We integrate and find

2 - B,zB - e~l V} w2

where av is the ι>-th coefficient of f ( z ) . Since AB=BΆ-i-2eίθa2t we have the desired
result by putting B^—a.

REMARK. Suppose that the polynomial

P(wy z) = {l + e~ίθaz + (a\ - 2a3 - e~i9aza)z2 - άz* - e~iez4}w2 - (e-iθa

is reducible. We may assume that P(w, z) has the factorization

Then we have the relations

p=-e-iβ, v2=l,

2λμ - λ(e-ίβa + 2α2) = - ά,

2μv - v(e'ίffa + 2^2) = *-*'«

μ2 + 2λv - μ(e~iβa

Hence there are two cases
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P(u>, z) = {(I - a2z-ie-i9'2z2)w-z}{(l + (e~iβa + a2}z-ie-ίel2z*)w+z}.

However in these cases there are two-valued algebraic functions of S satisfying
(8). For instance in the case α=0, e~ίθ=— 1 the two-valued algebraic function

}-1'*,^!, satisf[es (8).

5. Next we construct an extremal problem concerning the first four coefficients
02, - ,a5 for which the algebraic functions of class S satisfying (8) are extremal.

Let w—f(z) be an algebraic function of class S satisfying (8). Then it satisfies
the differential equation

_ J J _ _ _ | _ I - - j.

w dz ) \ w* wό 4wr J

Now we put in the relation (2)

Λ1=0, Λ2=^-1e'ίθc

Then we have by eliminating Fv 0=2, 3, 4, 5)

We shall show that

maxF,
s

F=

is a desired extremal problem.

THEOREM 3. In S

^

Φτ|β|i

Equality occurs only for the algebraic functions of class S satisfying
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{1 + e~ίθaz+ (a\ - 2as - e~ίθa2a)z2 - άz* - e-ίθz*}w2 - (e~ίθa + 2a2)z2w -z2=Q.

Proof. By the result of Schaeffer and Spencer, every extremal function w—f(z)
satisfies the differential equation

(17) ( ^ ^ L Y v A = v A ,
\ w dz ) υ=ι wv

 vf^4 zv '

where

Since 4A2Ai=Al we can write (17) as

z d -t' 2 ~iθ

We integrate and find

{1 + e~ίθaz + (a\ - 2a3 - e~iea2(x)z2 - άzs - e-iθz*}ιυ2 - (e~iθa + 2a2)z2w -z2=Q.

Hence the coefficients of /(z) satisfy the relations

3 a - e~iθ(a\ - as)a -ά=

and

2a5 - 4# 2tf 4 + 8̂ 3 - 3^ - 3a2

3 - e~ίθ + e~iθ(a\ - 2a2a* + ίZ4)α = 0.

Therefore we have

•-•T^—\a\]+(ai-2aza3+a^a+e-u(~-a,-\al]A
& Δ I \ 4 4 / J

Thus we have the desired result.

6. Now we show that for some n (n>5) there is an extremal problem con-
cerning the first n-l coefficients a2, —,an for which the algebraic functions of
class S satisfying (8) are extremal.

Let Σ denote the class of functions g(z) univalent in |z|>l, regular apart from
a simple pole at the point at infinity and having expansion at that point
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Let Gμ(w) be the μ-th Faber polynomial which is defined by

Then Grunsky's inequality [1] has the form

Let f ( z ) be a function of class S and put

Applying Grunsky's inequality with N=8, χ1=χΆ—χδ=χ1=Q to the function g(z)
=/(z-2)-172, we have

where

G(XZ, Xi, x6, XB', bi, bzt •••,

We seek for the values x2, x*> x6, x8 such that G(x2, x^ x6, x8', fti, ft2, •••, ft?) attains the
value |^2|

2+2|α?4Γ+3|Λ?6|
2+4|α?8i2 at the algebraic functions satisfying (8). The

coefficients of the algebraic functions satisfying (8) satisfy the relations

2ft5 + 2&Λ + ft| + e-iθb,(x = 0,

2ft6 + 2ftA + 2ft2ft8 + e~ieb&a = 0

(18)

and

Using these relations, we can find that #2=— 2ei9ά, xί=e~iθa2

> x&=2a and
are desired numbers, namely
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G(-2eiθa, e~ίθa\ 2α, eiθ\ bl9 62, •••, 67)

at the algebraic functions satisfying (8). Thus we have the inequality

&ι65+326264+246*+166?63 + 326ι6*+46})

+ (5265 + 526ι63 + 446^ + I2bl)a2 + e-*'(2464 + 246ι62)α3

2 - 24e*'68 a \ 2 - 862α | a

in S. Equality occurs for the algebraic functions satisfying (8). Rewriting with
the coefficients of f ( z ) we have the following

THEOREM 4. In S

/ 35
e™ (-a,+ 20208 - 4αf07 + &Φ* - IGafa + 30a 4̂ - 50βjflr8 + -7- *ϊ

\ 4

6 — 1602^4^5 + 48020104 + 36020305 + 21020J

- 520^ - 8802

30304 + 87050! -

19 5 \
—— 03 + 40406 + y 01)

— 308 + 60207 — 120^06 + 240|05 — 450^04 -f 750i03 — 150^ — 36020305

- 21020S + 39020^ + 990^0304 - 1080̂ 01 + 90306 - 240^04 + 120405)α:

( 1 Q 1 Q βζ

-- — 07 H -- — 0206 - 130^05 + 250|04 -- — #2^3 + 100^ - 37020304

4 2 Δ

183 39 292 2+ — — 0201 + — Γ- ^3052
4 4 4

aα2

7

+ e-iβ(-—- 06 + 30205 -60^04 H — — 0o03 -30J -- — 0201 +— 0304 )α3

\ 2 £ £ A /

4

20205 + 302

204 - 402

303 + a\ - 20304
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Equality occurs for the algebraic functions satisfying

{1 + e~ίθaz + (al - 2a, - e~iea2a)z* - άz* - e~i9z*}w2 - (e~ί9a + Za^w - z2 = 0.

7. Finally we consider the case m=5, n=7. Let w—f(z) be a two-valued
algebraic function of class S satisfying an algebraic equation of the form

(19) P(z)

Further let w=f(z) satisfy a differential equation of the form

(20) (JL *2_y fc £.= fc 4, cβ=^0, D..-D.
\w dz / v=ι z v=_6 2:

which has the properties (i) and (ii). Then as in the proof of Theorem 2 we have

M1ζ

where

Since f(z) is two-valued, we have

(21)

and

Li
(22)

Mi
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By (21) we have

C5+2/3C6=0,

(23) C3+βCt+/32C5+/38C6=0,

Cι=0,

whence we can write (22) as

4QP2 + (4C4C^ - C1C6)*
2P4- 4C2Qz4 S

(24)
16C6

2P+Ci*2 (P'z-2Pγ '

Suppose that the numerator and the denominator of the left hand side of (24) have
no common zero. Then (24) reduces to the form

(P'*-2P)2=S*(16CiP+Clz2)

where S* is a polynomial of degree 4. Putting T=l6C2

6P+C2

5z
z we have

This implies that all zeros of IΘCiP-hCiz2 are multiple. Hence we can write (19) as

This is a contradiction. Let z0 be a common zero of the numerator and the deno-
minator of the left hand side of (24). Then we have

- 16C4C
2

5C6 + 5C4

5)20

2 = 0.

Since P(0)^0, we have ^O, whence

(25) 256C2Q- 16C4C1C6 + 5Q=0.

Hence (24) reduces to the form

64C6S= {16CJP+ (16C4C6 - 5Q)z2}(P '* - 2P )2.

By this equation and the relations (23), (25) we obtain the following relations by
putting C6=eiφ and Λ=r

C8 = ̂ eίφa^ + e«9-» (±a\ + 2as)a -ew-*»cP+ 2a2γ + e~iθaγ,

^ID
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and

A=***, Z>5=2*«*-'>α, £>4 = r, Ds=e-iφas + e-iθar,

D2 = *«'-'> + | **<*-» l« Γ + -̂  *-* <*+'>α4 + — *-'8'a8

r»

(26)

. a + e-iθγ + ~

Since the differential equation (20) has the properties (i) and (ii), γ must satisfy
the conditions

(I) A>>0,
6

On the other hand as in § 5 we can construct an extremal problem whose every
extremal function satisfies a differential equation of the form

where

AV=CV9 B-v=£v,

In fact we put Aμ=Cυ (v=l, 2, ••«, 6) in the relation (2). Then we have by
eliminating Fv (v= 2, •••,?)

Xι = lO^e - 2(k2tf5 + 40*404 - 70α2

303 + 2002

5 + 5Qa2al - 300 3# 4 ,

5 5
Xz = 01 — 20^03 4- 02, *Xβ = — 304 -f 60203 — 30 ,̂ X4=--al—jr

o o

5̂ = 405 - 80204 4- 160^03 - 602* - 60L Xβ = 304 - 60203 4- 30i,

"1-2"' 2

We put
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-f e
£ι

— Xδγ + 2e~ίθX6aγ + 3e
£>

Then we can verify that max £F is a desired extremal problem. We can not decide
whether the algebraic functions of class S satisfying (8) are extremal for this pro-
blem in S or not. However by using the general coefficient theorem [4] we can
prove that the algebraic functions of class S satisfying (8) are extremal for this
problem in a certain subclass of S.

In the sequel we denote by

n=2

the functions of class S satisfying (8) and denote by

the functions of class Σ satisfying

(27) zzw* + (e-«a - 2b*)z*w + {e~iθ +άz- (2b* - b*2 + e'ίθbfa)z2 - e~iθaz* - z*} = 0.

Let S(a, θ) denote the class of functions f(z)sS with expansion at the origin

-

where a^—a\=af— af2 for a certain f*(z). Let Σ(a,θ} denote the class of functions
g(z)$Σ with expansion at the point at infinity

where bι=b? for a certain g*(z).

THEOREM 5. If γ satisfies the conditions (I), (II), then in Σ(a, θ)

^- e«
4

^ b\\γ -
(28)

~ (T ' a ' 2 + i") (e'ίθγ + T e~* ̂ 2) ~ i
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where β*<2ί>-M> = — 1. Equality occurs for the functions of class Σ satisfying (27).
Further in S(a, Θ)

(29) £F ̂  ( ~ I α 1 2 + l) (e-* V + -j e~*φa*\ - -j-

<c2ί>-8^ = — 1. Equality occurs for the functions of class 3 satisfying (8).

Proof. Let

be a function of class Σ(a, θ) and let

be a function of class Σ satisfying (27) such that bι = bf. We may assume that
£0=&*=0. w=g*(z) satisfies the differential equation

( 9 dm \ 2 6

— -̂  ) ΣW dZ I vti

where

C3 = -

C2=-— ̂ cίί>-2/?^fα2--^r^cίP-4<?)α4+ — ̂ -ί2Vr
2 ID 4

and A, A, •••, A are the same as in (26). The right hand side of (30) is non-
negative on |z|=l. Hence the image of \z\>l under w=g*(z) is an admissible
domain with respect to the quadratic differential

Then by the general coefficient theorem [4] we have

where

Rewriting with the coefficients of g*(z) and g(z) we have
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3t{ - e*φ(b* - b* + b*bs - bfbf +b2- b*2) - e* <*-'> (2b, - 2bf + 2b*b2 - 2b*b*)a

a - bf)a* -(b,- b*)γ - e~ie(bz - bf)aγ} ^ 0.

Since bι=bf, we obtain the inequality (28) by using the relation (18).

Next let f(z) be a function of class S(α, 0). Then f(z~lYl belongs to Σ(a, θ).

Hence we obtain the inequality (29) by rewriting (28) with the coefficients of f(z).

COROLLARY 1. Let λ^2 and let

be a function of class Σ whose coefficient bι is real. Then

(31)

Equality occurs for the functions of class Σ satisfying

(32) zW - 2b*z*w - [z* + (2bf - b*2)z* + 1} = 0.

Proof. Put α=0 and θ=π. Then eiψ=±l and the conditions (I), (II) reduce

to the condition that γ^—2. Hence we have the inequality (31) in 1*(0, π) by putt-

ing λ=—γ. On the other hand the function

/2

= z+ —
Λ

satisfies (32). Hence g(z) belongs to Σ(Q, π). Thus we obtain the desired result.
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